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If p is an odd prime and A an abelian p-group, consider the multiplicative group 
formed by { 1+ xiE.l a& - 2 + z-‘) 1 a; E L,} in the p-adic group ring. This group 
is shown to be a Z,-module with the basis {E(z-2+z-‘) 1 1 #zEA), where E(T) 
denotes the well-known p-adically integral power series exp(x”,, p-‘TJ’“). rf, 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let pm be a fixed odd prime power and A a finite abelian group of expo- 
nent pm, thus containing a maximal cyclic subgroup C of order pm. This 
paper is devoted to the proof of a single theorem concerning the problem 
of generating the multiplicative ?&,-module UZ,A of units in the p-adic 
group ring Z,A. Obviously it is enough to consider the subgroup U1 Z&A 
of units whose augmentation (i.e., coefficient sum) equals 1. Moreover, 
since one is ultimately interested in the global group ring EA, one might 
as well concentrate on the “real” component UT .??,A, consisting of units 
fixed under the ring involution * defined by z* = z-’ for z E A. 
In the ring of formal power series O[ [ T]] consider the element 
E(T) = exp P(T), where P(T) = f P-~T”“. 
PI=0 
(1) 
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It is well known that E(T), which was invented in 1928 by Artin and Hasse 
(cf. [ 1 I), actually lies in ZP[ [ T]] (cf. [6], for a quick proof). Therefore it 
makes sense to substitute T H t, if t is in some Z,-algebra, and t” converges 
to 0 in the p-adic topology. This works, in particular, for t = z - 1 E Z,.4 
with z E A, because the p”th power of that element is divisible by p. As an 
easier example, we may take the finite group ring lF,,A and again put 
t=z- 1 for any zEA. 
Here is our main result. 
THEOREM 1.1. UT Z,A has a Z,-basis consisting of the elements 
E(z - 1) E(zF’ - l), or alternatively of E(zC’ - 2 + z), as (z, 2-l) ranges 
over all reciprocal pairs of non-trivial elements of A. 
An earlier paper [4] on “local units” already proved the existence of 
a polynomial f(X)e Z,[X] with f(t) = 0 and such that the .set 
{l+f(z)+f(z-‘)I l# z E A > forms a basis of UT Z,A. This was merely 
inferred from work of BoreviE based on local class field theory and gave 
neither an indication of the shape of these generic local units 
w(z) = 1 + f(z) + f(z- ‘) nor any assurance that they could be chosen in a 
systematic way for m + co. In that context, the main point of Theorem 1.1 
is to furnish a direct proof and exhibit explicit generators. 
As shown in [4], the crux of the problem resides in the cyclic case 
A = C. Once a basis of the form {w(z) 1 1 #ZE C) is known to exist for 
UT Z,C, the transition to more general A is straightforward (cf. [4, Sect. 
41). Here we do not repeat this transition, but henceforth concentrate 
entirely on the cyclic group C. With A = C, the present paper can be read 
as a self-contained essay on the relation between E(T) and the *-symmetric 
units in the cyclic group ring Z,C. Taking the projective limit over m, the 
reader may wish to reformulate our result in terms of units in the ring 
Z,[ [ T]] of p-adically integral power series. 
The unit problem is reduced (in Section 4 below) to the modular units 
UT IF,C by a kind of Kummer-Nakayama principle. Of course, one cannot 
expect a basis in the modular case, so we simply seek a set of generators. 
For later reference, we formulate the result as a separate proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The multiplicative group UT F, C = 1 + A + [F, C can be 
generated by either of the sets (a) {E(z-- 1) E(z-’ - 1) I ZE C} or (b) 
(E(zP’-2+4 I ZEC}. 
In their joint paper [ 11, Artin and Hasse also used E(T) to generate a 
finite multiplicative group associated with Z,C-indeed a factor group of 
U, iF,C-namely the kernel of (Z[[]/([ - l)M Z[[])” + [Fp”, where [ 
denotes a primitive p”th root of 1, the arrow means taking classes modulo 
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(4 - l), and M equals mp” - (m - 1) pm- ’ + 1. They used elements of the 
form E( (c - 1)“) instead of E((c” - 1)) and did not need to limit themselves 
to a proper subgroup of U,, as we definitely must (cf. Remark 3.7 below). 
It seems unlikely that the present result could be derived directly from their 
work. 
The proof of Proposition 1.2 encounters two major technical obstacles. 
(i) The identity E(T) = exp P(T) obviously requires at least rational 
coefficients. However, the local ring Q[[?J] does not admit any 
homomorphisms into a group ring. In fact, any relation of the form 
(1 + T)” - 1, with n > 0, forces T into triviality. 
(ii) There is no satisfactory logarithm connecting the multiplicative 
group U, IF,C = 1 + A[F,C to the additive group AF,C, except in the almost 
trivial case ICI =p. However, it is only in the additive group that we can 
see exactly what we have got. 
To get around (i). we break the homomorphism ZJ [ T]] --* lF,C into 
two stages, 
with ppm = 0. The intermediate stage can now be embedded in the artinian 
local ring Qpp[ F], in which (1) still holds but certain denominators no 
longer intrude, because they were attached to higher powers of T. 
To overcome (ii), we use induction and the exact sequence 
1 -+ AB(C, C,) -+ ccS?CL BCp + 1, (3) 
where C, = {z E C I zp = 1 }, W denotes some coefficient ring, and 7~ is the 
ring epimorphism induced by ZHZ~. Of course .%Y is either HP or [F,, and 
we are chiefly concerned with the restriction of (3) to the unit groups, 
where the kernel of z: U,&?C -+ U, WCp is precisely U192(C, C,) = 
1 + AR(C, C,). 
From now on, we fix a generator x of C and put t = x - 1. It is easy to 
see that AF,(C, C,)=kern=tV,[t], where q=p”-l. Since (t”)“=O in 
[F,C, the substitution of arguments from tq5,[t] leads to the vanishing of 
the higher terms (beyond the (p - 1)th power) in the exponential and 
logarithmic series. This yields an isomorphism exp,: tqlF,[t] + 1 + t’T,[t] 
between additive and multiplicative groups, whose inverse is log,, where 
exp, T= 1 T”/n! and log,(l - T) = - 1 T”/n. (4) 
O<n<p l<n<p 
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To recall how this works, we begin with the commutative square 
exP0 
I I 
exP 
(5) 
1 + i‘?ZJi‘] - 1 + ?XJ,[F] 
again with ( p4)p = fp” = 0, the horizontal arrows representing inclusions. 
In QJF], the familiar explog mechanism functions formally and induces 
all the usual properties and identities on exp, and log, by restriction. These 
are then transferred to F,[t] by reduction modulo p. 
The automorphism group G = Aut(C) operates naturally on most objects 
under consideration. Given a natural number c prime to p, we let cr(c) 
denote the automorphism defined by x H x”. If m > 1, we are especially 
interested in r = I$ 1 + p” - ’ ), which generates the subgroup G, of order p. 
Note that U, IF, C and A IF, C are Z,C-modules, whereas 17, IFJC, C,) and 
A iFp( C, C,), being elementary abelian, can be considered as IF, G-modules. 
Section 2 provides some technical nuts and bolts which are essential to 
the proof, given in Section 3, of the proposition. The latter is then used in 
Section 4 to prove the theorem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
This section is somewhat technical and should probably be skimmed 
over at first reading. Though it is logically prior to what follows, it can be 
properly understood only in retrospect. Most of the work takes place in 
one of the rational algebras Q[X] c Q[X, X- ‘1 c Q[[T]], where 
T=X- 1. 
We begin in the infinite cyclic group algebra Q[X, X- ‘1, on which every 
integer c yields an algebra endomorphism b(c) by a(c): XH X”. Since 
Q[X, X-‘1 is (T)-adically dense in the algebra Q[ [ T]] of formal power 
series, we can extend a(c) to the latter by continuity. Obviously cr.(c) can 
also be restricted to Z[X, X-i] and Z[[r]], and all these games can be 
played with p-adic coefficients as well. If c is positive, a(c) maps the poly- 
nomial algebra Q[X] into itself. In the latter part of this section, the 
automorphism * = c( - 1) plays a special role. 
For now we fix some pair 1, n of positive integers and concentrate our 
attention on the endomorphism r = cr( 1 + q), with q =p’. Our aim is to 
relate the n th summand of (z - 1) P(T) to some reasonable object without 
p-denominators, namely the polynomial g,(T) E Z,[ 7’1 defined by 
g,(T)= C A-‘(1 + W, 
hEl(P”) 
(6) 
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where J(p”)= (FEZ 1 (h, p)= 1, O<h <p”}. For brevity, let us use 
the notation A E B to mean that two elements A and B of the 
algebra a,[ [r]] differ by an element of the hp[ CT]]-submodule 
TPmQp[ [ T]] +pTH,[ [ T]], where m = 1+ 1. This is clearly related to the 
two maps shown in (2): the first of these summands disappears in the 
transition TH i: and the second is killed by p. 
LEMMA 2.1. For every integer h >O, there exists a polynomial 
(P,,(T) E Zp[ T] without constant coefficient such that 
(7 - 1) $ Xh z X$,( Ty). (7) 
Proof Since z(X) = X ’ + 4 the left-hand side is just h -‘Xh(Xhy - I). By 
setting k = hq, we now convert h-‘(J? - 1) = qk-‘(Xk - 1) into a polyno- 
mial in T, to see which powers of T are really afflicted by non-integral 
(@I,) coefficients. By equating the derivatives of both sides in 
; [(l + T)k- l]= i dk,i Tj, 
j=l J 
we see that dk, j E Z. If we now multiply (8) through by q, the coefficients 
occurring on the right-hand side will lie in pZ,, Z,, or Q, depending on 
whether ord, J is smaller than, equal to, or greater than I = ord, q, respec- 
tively. Accordingly, we can write 
h-1(Xh4-1)=p~h(T)+~h(T“)+t3h(TP’+1)z~h(T4), (9) 
where Eh, (Ph, and oh are polynomials without constant terms, the first two 
having coefficients in Z,. This proves our first lemma. 
Remark 2.3. For later reference, we must point out the trivial fact that 
Xh can be replaced by (1 + Tp)’ in (7), if it so happens that h = ip. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is a polynomial f,( T) E TqZp[ TP] such that 
(t-l)p-nTpngf,JT)+(t-l)gn(T). (10) 
Proof. We temporally use the abbreviation p” = N and first compute 
NPITN=N-l(X-l)N= g aN,,XNek= f bN,hXh, 
k=O h=O 
(11) 
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with the coefficients b,,, = uN,NPIi, where aN,k = (- l)k (l/N)(f). In 
particular, 
(12) 
for 0~ k < N. Note that each of the factors 1 -N/i occurring in (12) 
represents an element of Z, which is E 1 modulo p. Hence bN,h = hk’c,., 
with c N,h~ 1 +pZ,, for h= 1, . . . . N. Since r - 1 annihilates constant terms 
(h = 0), we can write (r - l)Np’TN as the sum of (z - 1) 6,,,( 1 + T)h, with 
h 3 1. For indices h such that l/h E Z,, we can immediately replace these 
terms modulo p to get 
(r-l)N-lTNr(r-l)g,(T)+(z-l) c YX’. (13) 
plh.h<N 
By substituting (7) into (13), putting h = ip, and applying Remark 2.2, we 
now define 
f,(T)= c c,v,i,(l + TP)’ Vip(T’) (14) 
ip < N 
to finish the proof. 
Going back to the infinite cyclic group algebra Q[X, X-‘1, we single out 
the fundamental *-symmetric element 
S=T+T*=(X-1)+(X-‘-l)=XP’(X-l)*. (15) 
We want to do for P(S) what we just did for P(T). It is convenient to use 
the notation f (T) = f( T) + f( T* ) for any power series f(T). The proof of 
the following lemma is a very close imitation of the preceding one. 
LEMMA 2.4. There is a polynomial vn( T) E TYZp[ TP] such that 
(z- l)p-“Sp”zuu,f(T)+2(5- 1) g,‘(T). (16) 
Proof. Again putting N = p”, we binomially compute 
N-‘SN= f a’,,k(XN-k+Xk-N)= 5 bh.hXh+ 5 bh,hX-h, (17) 
k=O h=O h=O 
with thecoefficients b~,h=a~,N-k, whereah,k=(-l)k(l/N)(2;V)fork<N 
and half of that for k = N, in particular, 
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for O< kc N. Again b& = h-l&,, but this time c’,,,,E~ +pZ,, for 
h = 1, . . . . N. We now work with only the first part of the final sum in (17) 
and get 
(T- 1) f b&Y*z(v 1)2g,(T)+u,(T) 
h=O 
(19) 
in analogy to (13) and (14), with v,(T) defined like f,( T), but having coef- 
ficients ck, ip. 
3. MODULAR UNITS 
In this section the proof of Proposition 1.2 is given after a series of 
lemmas. The inductive step of the proof concentrates our attention on the 
small lF, G-module 
V~p(C, c , = u, ~,W, cpwl Ep(CP, C,) 
and its *-symmetric component V+ Fp( C, Cp). 
LEMMA 3.1. exp,(t - 1)t is an lF,G-generator of VF,(C, C,). 
ProoJ: We hasten to point out that exp,(r - 1)t is not the same as 
(exp, t)‘- ‘, because exp,, though compatible with the action of G, is not 
a homomorphism on all of A F,C. However, since it does induce a 
G-isomorphism between d lF,( C, C,)/A lF,( Cp, C,) and VF,( C, C,), we are 
reduced to showing that (5 - 1)~ is an ff,G-generator of the first of these 
modules. 
Now we observe, for any coefhcient ring W, that the kernel AW(C, C,) 
of &![C] a g[Cp] has a basis of the form (z(y-- l)>, where 1 # YEC, 
and z runs over a system of representatives of C modulo C,. Of these 
elements, the ones with ZE Cp form a basis of dW(Cp, C,). On the other 
hand, if z $ Cp, then z = x0 and y = zbq, with a, b prime to p, and q =p”- ‘. 
Thus z(y- l)=zlfbq -z=(rb-l)a(a)x. Since (z-1)x=(7-l)t, we 
finally have z(y-l)=y,., .(r-l)t, where Ya,b=(l+r+ ... +zb-‘)a(a)E 
ZG, proving the lemma. 
Remark 3.2. The main step in proving Proposition 1.1 (cf. Corollary 
3.5 below) involves the comparison of exp,(r - 1)t and E(t)‘- ‘. This is 
foreshadowed by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, which are transplants into F,C of 
their counterparts, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 from the last section. 
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LEMMA 3.3. In F,C we have 
m-l 
E(t)‘-~‘= fl exp,((t- 1) gJt)) module U, F,(Cp, C,), (21) 
,1 = 0 
where gO( T) = T. 
Proof By applying (10) to the nilpotent element p and summing over 
IZ < m, we can immediately conclude that (r - 1) P(i’) E Z,[i’]. More 
precisely, 
(r-l)P(?J=pe(f)+f(?J+(r-l)g(F), (22) 
where e(T)ET~p[T],.f(T)ETY~p[TP], and g(T)=T+C,,,g,(T). We 
still abbreviate pm- ’ = q. 
In O,[[T]] it is true that E(T)‘-‘=exp((r-l)P(T)). From (22) we 
therefore get 
m- 1 
E(~)‘-‘=exp(pe(~))exp(f(~)) n exp((T- 1) g,(F)), 
,I = 0 
(23) 
to be read in a,[ ?J. Since p”/n ! E Z, for all n 3 0, the first of these factors 
is an invertible element of Z,[?‘]. So is the second factor, which actually 
equals exp, f(p), because f( i-) E F9Z,[ T;*]. In fact, if we go into IF, C by 
mapping FH t, the first two factors together clearly yield nothing more 
than exp, f(t) E U, IF,(Cp, C,). 
Modulo that subgroup, all of E(t)’ - ’ is therefore concentrated in the 
third factor of (23). To study its n th constituent, remember that g,(T) is 
the sum of Xh/h over h E J(p”), with l/h E Z,. Now (r - 1 )Xh/h = 
(Xh4 - 1 )Xh/h is of the form pa,(T) + TYb,( T), with ah(T), bh( T) E Z[ T]. 
Again the exponential of the first term is in 1 +pTf!,[ [IT]] and that of the 
second term (with i- instead of T) becomes exp,( TYbh( F)). Therefore 
exp((T - 1) g,(O) = n exp(pah(~))exp,(~Yb~~~))~~~[[~ll. (24) 
he Jfp”) 
Clearly this maps to the product of the expO(tYbh( t)) in [F,C. Since 
(t - 1 )xh = fqbh(t) in [F,C, it gives exactly what we wanted. 
LEMMA 3.4. By putting s = t + t* E lF,C, we have 
m-1 
E(s)‘-‘-exp,((z-1)s) n expO((z-1)2gc(t)) 
n=l 
module lJI F,(Cp, C,,). (25) 
Proof: This argument is a close parallel to the preceding one, with 
Eq. (16) replacing (10). The details of it are left to the reader. The strategy 
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is to use the factorization (2), taking great care to get rid of all 
p-denominators before trying to apply the reduction modulo p. 
For the sequel, it is essential to reformulate Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 in terms 
of certain elements Y,, of the group ring [F,G, defined as 
where J(p”) is the set of integers (h 1 (h, p)= 1, O<h <p”> first encoun- 
tered in (6). To make the transition, observe that (7- l)xh= 
(T- 1)(x”- l)=o(h)(z- l)t and similarly (z- l)(.uh+x-“)=a(h)(s- 1)s. 
COROLLARY 3.5. In U, [F,(C, C,) we have the following congruences 
mod U, lF,(Cp, C,): 
(a) E(t)‘-‘-(exp,(t- 1)t)” and (b) E(s)‘- ’ E (exp,(r - l)~)~, 
(27) 
tr,herea=1+C,,,y,andB=1+Cn<m2Ynin F,G. 
Before we can finally present the proof of Proposition 1.2, we still need 
to look into the nature of Y,,. With pm- ’ = q and m > 1, we consider its qth 
power and find that 
y;= c h-%(hq=p”-* c k-‘a(ky, 
hs J(p”) ksJ(p) 
because the qth power induces a group epimorphisms G + G,- r onto the 
subgroup of order p - 1, which gives every element of G,_ I exactly p”- ’ 
pre-images in J(p”). Since this argument involves the numerical set J(p”) 
and not a group of residue classes, we should examine it more carefully. 
For any two integers a and b, we observe that a = b modulo p if and only 
if up’= bP’ modulo p’+ ‘. Hence, by representing elements h E J(p”) in the 
form h=h,+h,p+ ... +h,-,p”-’ with O<hi<p-1, we see that 
ok G depends only on the value of h,EJ(p) and thus occurs p”-’ 
times-whence (28). In particular, 7: = 0, for all n > 1; hence cl4 = 1 + yy 
and /Iq = I+ 2y, always. 
(We note in passing that ~7 still depends on m, since G does.) 
Using the symmetry kHp- k on J(p) and the fact that 
Q( (p - k)q) = o( - kq), we can rewrite the summands on the right-hand side 
of (28) as (p-k)-’ a( -kq). Together with the obvious identity 
a( -h) = (r( - 1) a(h) this produces the observation 
a(-l)y’:= c k-%-k’)= -77, 
ksJip) 
(29) 
which immediately implies the following result. 
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LEMMA 3.6. 1 + a( - 1) is annihilated by 77 and left fixed by gxy and pq. 
Therefore tl and b act as automorphisms on any F,G-module left fixed by 
*=0(-l). 
Remark 3.7. The preceding lemma will be applied to the *-symmetric 
part D+ of the module D = d [FJC, C,)/A ff,(Cp, C,). Since E(x - 1)’ ’ 
falls into the image of a, one can easily show that the E(s - 1) would 
generate all of U, lF,C if and only if clD were all of D. The necessity of 
restricting Proposition 1.2 to UT [F,C is due to the inequality MD #D, 
which can be seen as follows. 
First we compute 
(yy)‘=; +z(h4k4)=(p- I)y:, 
with h and k running over J(p). This says that (~7)’ = - yy, and therefore 
@yy=O. Now, if it were true that LYD equals D, we would have y:D =O. 
However, this is easily shown to be false, by checking that the G,- ,-orbit 
of the element x(9 - 1) is [F,-linearly independent modulo A ff,(Cp, C,,). 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. We proceed by induction on m; the case 
m = 1 is nearly trivial. In fact, we have P( ?J = ?‘, because Fp = 0. 
In Q,[[?J] we therefore obtain E(p) =exp p=exp, f. Since 
log,,: 1 + tF,[t] -+ tff,[t] is a G-isomorphism, and since log,(exp, t) = t 
is an lF,G-generator of t lF,[t], it follows that E(t) = exp, t is an lF,G- 
generator of U, [F,C. This first case does not yet require the restriction 
to UT. 
If m > 1, we use the multiplicative version of the exact sequence (3), but 
restrict it to +-invariant units, and we abbreviate E(T) E( T * ) by E+ (T). 
(a) For UE UC E,C, the induction hypothesis says that up = 
nz E+(zP- 1)“:, with z running over a system of representatives of C 
module C,. By dividing u by nz E+ (2 - 1 )‘I, if necessary, we may assume 
that up = 1. Thus it suffices to show that all of UT [F,(C, C,) is contained 
in the (multiplicative) ZG-module UjJ [F,C generated by E+(t), E+(nt), . . . . 
E+(TP- t), where again t = x - 1 for our fixed generator x of C. 
The induction hypothesis now assures us that at least UT ff,(Cp, C,) c 
Ui IF,Cp. Hence it suffices to generate the quotient V+ff,(C, C,). By 
Lemma 3.1 this can be accomplished using exp,(r - 1) t. exp,(t - 1 )I*. If 
we rewrite it as (exp,(r - l)t)‘++” and remember that tx( 1 + g( - 1))~ = 
(1 + a( - l)), where CI’ = &- ‘, this generator becomes 
(exp,(r- l)t)a(l+a(-l))I’=E+(t)(?-1)?’ modulo UT lF,( Cp, C,), (31) 
by Corollary 3.5(a). Part (b) is proved in an almost identical pattern, 
which we leave to the reader to write down. 
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4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In this section we derive a principle (cf. Principle 4.3 below) which turns 
Proposition 1.2 into Theorem 1.1 (for A = C). It depends heavily on the 
existence of the exponential isomorphism 
A+n,(C, C,)A v Zp(C, Cp) (32) 
and its logarithmic inverse. Both exp and log are of course given by the 
standard power series. The convergence of the exp series is essentially due 
to the fact that A+n,(C, C,) is contained in the ideal product 
An,(C, C,) . An,C (cf. [S] for details). The failure of this explog machine 
to work for the whole of An,(C, C,) provides the second reason for 
restricting our attention to *-invariant units, the first being given by the 
quirks of tx discussed in the last section. 
The following easy lemma has already appeared in [3] and is repeated 
here for the sake of completeness. It may be regarded as a p-adic analog 
of Kummer’s lemma concerning cyclotomic units for regular primes. 
LEMMA 4.1. The sequence 
u: n,c n-p + u: n,c~ UT F,C (33) 
is exact. Here p as usual means reduction of coefficients, and t.Fp stands for 
lP/U? 
ProoJ We use induction on m, this time starting at m = 0, where there 
is nothing to prove. If m > 0 consider the more familiar exact sequence 
1 + u: .n,(C, C,) + u: .n,cL UT npcp + 1, (34) 
and take u E UC Z,C such that p(u) = 1. By applying the induction 
hypothesis to un, we find a WE U:n,C with ux= (w”)~-~. Hence 
u1 = u. wPeZ is in U: Z,(C, C,), the kernel of rc. 
Since any wp ~ R is obviously in the kernel of p, we have p( ui ) = 1. There- 
fore ui E 1 +p A+n,(C, C,), and log u1 EP A+n,(C, C,) is a multiple of p. 
By the isomorphism (32) we conclude that U, is a pth power, say ui = up, 
with v E UT n,(C, C,). Since vX = 1, we have u, = vPeZ. 
Remark 4.2. It must be emphasized that the present log is very different 
from the log,, used earlier in this paper. The diagram 
u: n,(c, c,) 3 A+n,(c, C,) 
P 
i 
(35) 
UT [F,(C, C,, 3 A++, C,) 
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is not commutative, unless m = 1. The difference between p log( 1 + a) and 
log,, ~(1 + a) is just aP/p, and it is an amusing exercise to verify that 
1 + a ~a”/p yields in fact a homomorphism from U, Z&C, C,,) to 
A [F&C, C,). Its non-triviality (even for a = a*) can easily be checked by 
taking pz =9 and trying a=.u(s’- 1) +.x~‘(x? - I ). 
PRINCIPLE 4.3. Let F(T) E Z,[ [ T]] he such that F(0) = 1 and 
F( T*) = F(T). Then the set (FI C) = { F(z - 1) 1 1 #P E C} forms a Z,-basis 
of UT Z,C if and only if p(FI C) generates the finite group UT 5,C. 
Proof: The “only if” being obvious, let us concentrate on the “if.” 
The proof goes by induction on m with nothing to prove if m = 0. Now 
take m > 0 and assume that p(FI C) generates UT 5,C. Since 
17: [F,Ca UT 5,C” is surjective and xF(z - 1) = F(zp - 1 ), this assump- 
tion carries over to UT [F,Cp. By the induction hypothesis, we conclude 
that (Fl Cp) generates UT Z, Cp over Z,. This will be used presently. 
For any UE UT Z,C we now write p(u) = n, pF(z- 1)‘: in terms of 
p(FI C), with a, E 7. Putting u = n, F(z - l)“:, we get UU-’ into the kernel 
of p, and by Lemma 4.1, U= u . wr’/w p. Recalling that +vn is known to be 
expressible in terms of (FI Cp) c (FI C), we see that U. wp = nz F(z - 1)‘: 
with C=E Z,. Since u was arbitrary, this says that (Fj C) generates the 
B,-module UT Z,C modulo pth powers, which suflices by Nakayama’s 
Lemma. 
To see that (FI C) is actually a BP-basis of UT L,C, we need only check 
that the cardinality (p” - 1)/2 of the former is equal to the Z,-rank of the 
latter (which clearly is a torsion-free module), i.e., one less than the rank 
of the full *-symmetric unit group U+Z,C. By elementary general prin- 
ciples (cf. [7, 11.2.9, p. 49]), this rank is equal to that of the multiplicative 
group of the maximal order in the *-symmetric part (0,C) + of the algebra 
Q, C, which, by standard results of local number theory (cf. [2, Sect. 
US]), is the same as the Z,-rank of the corresponding additive group, 
namely 1 + (p” - 1)/2. 
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